
Modular Design 
with all the Familiar 
Parkrimp System 
Advantages:
Parker’s Hose Products Division 
introduces two new Parkrimp-style 
modular crimpers – the Karrykrimp 
and the Karrykrimp 2. The new 
modular design enables the customer 
to choose between the portability 
that Parker Karrykrimp crimpers have 
always offered, and the new option 
to make these same crimpers bench 
mounted units.

The modular design gives users 
the flexibility of a portable crimper 
with the advantage of increased 
productivity when connected to the 
stationary power unit.

Product Features:

Parkrimp Modular 
Crimpers
The same unit now offers portability
and bench mountability

Contact Information:

Hose Products Division

phone 440 943 5700
fax 440 943 3129
hpdsales@parker.com



Parker’s Parkrimp® System 
continues to lead the industry 
in ease of use, accuracy and 
effectiveness. The Parkrimp system 
is designed to crimp fittings to 
the proper diameter every time, 
meaning fluid power professionals 
will not waste valuable time 
dialing variable settings that can 
produce mis-crimps. Designed to 
produce accurate crimps from the 
first time it’s used, Parkrimp system 
crimpers require no calibration 
and continuously produce proper 
crimps, time after time. 

Parker’s Parkrimp system 
provides users with several key 
advantages:

Perfect alignment:•  Parker’s 
exclusive Parkalign™ system 
features a positive-stop design 
that positions the fitting in 
the die for a perfect crimp 
every time. Parkalign benefits 

operators by enabling them 
to “feel” that the hose is in the 
right position to be crimped, as 
compared to “eyeballing” the 
proper position of the fitting in 
a variable crimper.
Efficient design:•  bottom-
loading Parkrimp crimpers 
make it much easier for 
operators to manage long hose 
assemblies.
Linked dies:•  Parkrimp 
dies are linked together 
to prevent segments from 
being misplaced or worse, 
mismatched.
Color-coded dies:•  Parkrimp 
dies are color coded by size, 
making for easy identification 
and reduced set-up time.
Durability:•  since they were 
introduced in 1980, Parkrimp 
crimpers have been designed 
and manufactured to provide 
years of reliable service.

Decals: • Parkrimp crimpers 
come with an information-
rich decal that provides the 
list of proper hose and fitting 
combinations, tools required 
and the crimp specification 
for each hose and fitting 
combination.
Crimpsource:•  the most 
complete online resource 
(www.parker.com/
crimpsource) for Parker crimp 
specifications, technical 
manuals, decals and more.

These benchmounted units are 
designed to make about 200 
hose assemblies (400 crimps) 
per day. Despite their fast cycle 
times, they are not designed 
to be production crimpers. 
Exceeding these suggested 
production amounts will 
significantly reduce the life 
expectancy of all of the crimper 
components. 

Part Number Description Individual Part Number

Karrykrimp

Part Number Description Individual Part Number

Karrykrimp 2


